
C A B I N E T RY



O U R  S T O RY

As a young designer in search of inspiration I would go to the local bookstore and peruse foreign design magazines.  
I quickly discovered I had a personal affinity for all things British. I became particularly enthralled with the British 

kitchen aesthetic and would study every detail, sometimes with a magnifying glass.  

British kitchens looked nothing like their American counterparts at the time. There were rich colors and simple yet 
elegant lines. I discovered a recurring detail in every design.  The doors and drawers were inset into the cabinet. 

Later, I came to learn the term for this was “flush inset.”

At the time, flush inset cabinetry was generally seen only in European kitchens. I embarked on a mission to find this 
cabinetry made right here in America. My husband and I ventured to Amish farmland where cabinet makers are well 

known for their craftsmanship. With my drawings in hand we went from cabinet shop to cabinet shop looking for 
someone who could build a quality flush inset cabinet. Before the Internet, before GPS, and with the Amish restriction 

of no telephones (still in effect), it was not an easy mission. 

We visited six shops and were told “I’m sorry, we can’t do that” six times. A driving rainstorm started and we almost 
gave up. With little hope left, we decided to try one last shop, and I’m so glad we did. At the seventh shop we met a 

young cabinet maker, his wife and their one employee. And the answer this time was “Yes, we can do that!”.

That was many years and many kitchens ago. This same shop, now with over 50 employees, has built all of Jean Stoffer 
Design’s cabinetry. So much has changed in the world, but a well-built, flush-inset cabinet is still one of the most 

important elements of a well-designed, British-inspired kitchen. And now we are pleased to offer this option to you 
through Stoffer Home Cabinetry. 

Ours is a simple and beautiful line of flush inset kitchen cabinetry. I have carefully designed each piece. Enjoy our 
offerings and delight in our paint colors and wood finishes, and know that you are getting a well-crafted, beautifully 

finished, high-quality American made cabinet, shipped to you from Amish farm country. 
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A B O U T

Stoffer Home Cabinetry is for the design conscious and discerning. Among those who follow our work, we have seen a 
great appreciation for good kitchen design. Others may not understand why our kitchens are so uniquely beautiful, but 
you do. You know that this type of design can only be achieved with flush inset cabinetry. You have also become aware 

that finding a good source for this cabinetry, with a deep and durable shop finish, has been quite difficult.  

Like Jean all those years ago, you have probably searched for a well-made, English-style, flush inset cabinet and have 
not found it. We are pleased to offer this line to you in twelve carefully curated paint colors and four exceptional 

wood finishes. 

Your unique kitchen will be designed by an experienced, professional kitchen designer trained by Jean Stoffer, using 
your measurements, and tailored to your needs and desires. Along with your cabinetry design, we will provide two 

hardware and lighting fixture package options so you can achieve the entire look.

Welcome to Stoffer Home Cabinetry. Your kitchen design dreams await!
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H O W  T O  O R D E R

Step One

Become familiar with the line by carefully reviewing this brochure. Email your floorplan to 
cabinetry@stofferhome.com amd we will send you a rough estimate on how much your kitchen 
will cost. If it looks good, go to Step Two!

Step Two

1 - Select your paint color and/or wood finish. We have carefully curated 16 beautiful finishes.     
       Samples are available for purchase at stofferhome.com under the tab “cabinetry samples”.

2 - If your project is a new build, or you have the dimensioned plans of the space to be outfitted,  
       those plans will be sufficient. If you do not already have dimensioned plans, take 
       measurements using our “How to Measure” guide on pages 7-8.

3 - Take pictures of your existing space. We want to see everything! Don’t hold back! Title each  
       picture with what it is we are looking at. For example: “wall to left of sink”.

4 - Select your appliances and sink(s). Familiarize yourself with the options available. Determine  
       an appliance budget and what appliances you would like in your kitchen. We will work  
       with whatever appliances you choose as long as detailed  product specifications are sent to  
       Stoffer Home. 

5 - If remodeling, indicate whether you want to change appliance and/or sink locations in your  
       space. Please confirm that these changes are possible with the person who will be doing the    
       work.

6 - Provide your ship-to address so we can accurately estimate shipping costs.
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H O W  T O  O R D E R

7 - Fill out the entire Stoffer Home Cabinetry Submission Form on jeanstofferdesign.com
       (Link: www.jeanstofferdesign.com/cabinetry-submission-form). 

8 - Once all your items are sent, you will receive an email acknowledging our receipt of your  
       materials. We will review those materials; confirming everything necessary to proceed has  
       been submitted. 

9 - If it has, we will send an online payment request for the $1,500 Design Fee (applicable to   
       purchase). Once your payment is received, Step Three begins!

Step Three

1 - Your kitchen designer will contact you via email to greet you and let you know when you can  
       expect your kitchen design to be ready for your review.

2 - Upon receipt of your kitchen design, review your drawings, priced cabinetry and parts list. 

3 - Confirm all measurements are accurate and have not changed. Physically lay down your   
       measuring tape again using the cabinetry dimensions on your drawing. Work with another  
       person (preferably the person who will install the cabinetry) and check each other’s work.   
       Remember, these are custom cabinets and are non-returnable. 

4 - Included in the Design Fee is one revision. You may call your kitchen designer during work  
       hours, or email anytime to discuss the revision (if there is one!). Take your time to think          
       through this. Other revisions are possible, but cost $100 each and are not applicable to   
       your purchase. If more than one revision is requested, an online payment request will be sent.  
       Once payment is received, your designer will proceed with the revision.
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H O W  T O  O R D E R

Step Four

1 - Approve your kitchen design and send your payment.
2 - We will acknowledge receipt of those items and provide a shipping date.
3 - We will also provide you with a guide for choosing hardware.

Step Five

1 - Receive and install your beautiful Stoffer Home Cabinetry!
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H O W  T O  M E A S U R E

1 - Gather three items: paper, metal measuring tape, and a pencil/pen.

2 - Draw the shape of the room’s footprint to the best of your ability.

3 - Measure the ceiling height - write it on the side.

4 - Measure each of the room’s walls, end to end, and write the measurement on the paper          
       next to each of the walls.

5 - Draw on each wall where there is an opening (like a door or window).

6 - Measure each of those openings from the outside to the outside of the trim around it. Both  
       height and width. If it’s a window, measure from the floor to the top of the window sill.

7 - Write where each door opening is leading to and what the windows are looking out at   
       as this will influence the design of your kitchen.

8 - Measure the wall space to the right and left of each of those openings. Write those 
       measurements by the wall they refer to. 

9 - Please note any mechanical locations that will not change, for example: the sink plumbing.

View the following page for a hand-drawn example.
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C A B I N E T RY  D E TA I L S

Finishes

Stoffer Home Cabinetry offers a curated collection of twelve paint colors 
and four wood stains (see pages 11-12). 

Construction
All doors and drawers are flush inset and soft closing. 

All panels are High Density Molding Board used for stability and moisture control.
All visible cabinetry elements are solid wood. 
All other elements are finish grade plywood.  

Drawer boxes are solid walnut with dove-tailed joints.

Door Style

English Classic Door Style: 2 ¾” wide rails and stiles with 
beveled rail profile and recessed panel.

Drawer Front Style

Flush
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C O L O R S  &  F I N I S H E S

10Keswick Blue



C O L O R S  A N D  F I N I S H E S
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Birmingham
white with a touch of 

warmth
cream with a light taupe

leaning

Oxford Cream
slightly deeper taupe

Cotswold Green
taupe with green caste

Bromley Taupe

Sutton Blue
perfect blue/grey

Coventry Grey
light, neutral grey

London Grey
deep grey with blue 

overtones

Cambridge
complex, deep blue/grey,

hints of green

Single samples: $10.  Complete set of 12 paint colors and 4 wood finishes: $125.  Shipping included.



C O L O R S  A N D  F I N I S H E S
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Single samples: $10. Complete set of 12 paint colors and 4 wood finishes: $125.  Shipping included.

Keswick Blue
complex, deep & vibrant

green/blue
deep olive green

brown undertones

Eden Green
darkest charcoal

just short of black

Iron Hook
deep dark blue

black undertones

Bromwich

NottinghamYork Newcastle Natural Oak
stained lighter, creamy 

grey
stained medium brown stained to keep the 

perfect natural oak color
stained dark brown with 

grey undertones



C A B I N E T RY  C O N S T RU C T I O N
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1/4” thick plywood back with water-resistant coating

corner braces

1/2” thick plywood side 
with water-resistant 
coating

3/4” solid wood 
face frame

3/4” solid wood 
drawer front

3/4” solid wood door 
front and High Density 
Molding Board panel

corner braces

3/4” solid wood 
face frame

1/2” thick plywood side 
with water-resistant 
coating

1/4” thick plywood back with water-resistant coating

Walnut Drawer Boxes

Interior side with 
water-resistant coating



W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Stoffer Home wall cabinets are 13” deep, and can 
be ordered between 12” wide and 39” wide in 

1” increments.

Wall cabinets come in two heights: 39” high (shown in 
image), and 57” high for kitchens with higher ceilings, or 
for applications where the wall cabinet sits on a counter. 

Includes 1” extension on top rail for optional crown 
attachment. Wall cabinets have the option of flush 

finished side(s) or paneled side(s).

Wall Cabinet Types

Wood door(s)

No door(s) with finished interior to match exterior

Framed glass door(s) with finished interiors to match 
exterior

Additional Wall Cabinets

Above the range microwave cabinet 
30” wide and 21” high

Above the refrigerator cabinet 24” deep, 21” high, in 
four widths (24”, 30”, 33”, 36”).
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W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 39”
Depth - 13”
Width - Can be ordered between 12” wide 
and 24” wide, in increments of 1”.

Wall cabinet top rail includes 1” extension for 
crown attachment.

Options: Right and/or left side flush finished 
or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

One Door - with wood panel or glass panel
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W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 39”
Depth - 13”
Width - Can be ordered between 25” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

Wall cabinet top rail includes 1” extension for 
crown attachment.

Options: Right and/or left side flush finished 
or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Two Door - with wood panel or glass panel
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W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Height -39”
Depth - 13”
Width - Can be ordered between 12” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

Open section is finished interior.

Wall cabinet top rail includes 1” extension 
for crown attachment.

Options: Right and/or left sides flush 
finished or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Open - no door
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W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 21”
Depth - 13”
Width - 30”

Wall cabinet top rail includes 1” extension for 
crown attachment.

Options: Right and/or left side flush finished 
or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Two Door - above the microwave/hood
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W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 21”
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered in 30” wide, 33” wide, 
and 36” wide

Wall cabinet top rail includes 1” extension for 
crown attachment.

Options: Right and/or left side flush finished 
or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Two Door - above the refrigerator
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Height - 21”
Depth - 24”
Width - 24”

See above for details.

One Door - above the refrigerator



TA L L  W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 57”
Depth - 13”
Width - Can be ordered between 12” wide 
and 24” wide, in increments of 1”.

Wall cabinet includes 1” extended rail on 
both the top and the bottom.

Options: Right and/or left sides flush 
finished or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Tall two door - with wood panel or glass panel
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TA L L  W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 57”
Depth - 13”
Width - Can be ordered between 25” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

Wall cabinet includes 1” extended rail on 
both the top and the bottom.

Options: Right and/or left sides flush 
finished or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Tall four door - with wood panel or glass panel
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TA L L  W A L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 57”
Depth - 13”
Width - Can be ordered between 12” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

Open section is finished interior.

Wall cabinet includes 1” extended rail on 
both the top and the bottom.

Options: Right and/or left sides flush 
finished or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Tall Open - no door
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Stoffer Home base cabinets are 24” deep, 34 ½” high and 
can be ordered between 12” wide and 39” wide 

in 1” increments.

Base  Cabinet Types

One drawer, door(s) below

Three drawer

Full height door(s)

Sink base - three types: full-height door, 
false drawer front, and apron front

Appliance base with or without drawer below
(for under counter oven)

6” wide and 9” wide spice pull-out columns

Base cabinets have the option of right and/or left sides 
finished for adjacent appliance attachment, flush finished 

side(s) or paneled side(s).
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 12” wide and 
24” wide, in increments of 1”.

One adjustable 15    ” deep shelf in door 
opening. 

Recessed toe kick is 4” high, 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished for 
adjacent appliance attachment, flush finished, 
or paneled.

Drawer accessory options see pages 45-48.

Door area accessory options see page 44.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

One drawer, one door
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 12” wide and 
24” wide, in increments of 1”.

Sink manufacturer, model number, and specs 
must be included with order.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high, 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished for 
adjacent appliance attachment, flush finished, 
or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Sink base - false drawer, one door
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 25” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

One adjustable 15 5/8” deep shelf in door 
opening. 

Recessed toe kick is 4” high, 3 ½” deep. 

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

Drawer accessories see pages 45-48.

Door area accessories see page 44.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

One drawer, two door base
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 25” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

Sink manufacturer, model number, and 
specs must be included with order.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high, 3 ½” deep. 

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Sink base - false drawer, two door base
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 15” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

Drawer accessories see pages 45-48.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Three drawer base
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered in 27” wide, 33” 
wide, 36” wide and 39” wide.

Apron sink manufacturer, model number, 
and specs must be included with order.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Apron front sink base
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 12” wide 
and 24” wide, in increments of 1”.

Two adjustable 15 5/8” deep shelves in 
door opening.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

Door area accessories see page 44.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

One-door base - full height
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 12” wide 
and 24” wide, in increments of 1”.

Sink manufacturer, model number, and 
specs must be included with order.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Sink base - One-door, full height
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 25” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

Two adjustable 15 5/8” deep shelves in 
door opening.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

Door area accessories see page 44.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Two-door base - full height
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 25” wide 
and 39” wide, in increments of 1”.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Sink base - two-door, full height
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered in  two widths 27” and 33” .

Opening sizes adjusted per appliance specifications.

Appliance manufacturer, model number, and specs 
must be included with order.

Unfinished interior.

No cabinet back behind appliance.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished for 
adjacent appliance attachment, flush finished, or 
paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Appliance base cabinet
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered  in 24” wide, 27” wide 
or 33” wide.

Rail sizes adjusted per appliance specifications.

Appliance manufacturer, model number, and 
specs must be included with order.

Unfinished interior.

No cabinet back behind appliance.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished for 
adjacent appliance attachment, flush finished, 
or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Appliance base cabinet with drawer
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B A S E  C A B I N E T S

Height - 34 ½” 
Depth - 24”
Width- Can be ordered in either 6” wide or 
9” wide. 

Two-sided spice pull-out with acrylic 
retainer strips

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Pull-out base
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TA L L  C A B I N E T S

Tall cabinets have doors in depths of 13”, 18”, and 24”. 
All are 93” high and have widths ranging from 18” to 39”,  

in 1” increments. 

Includes 1” extension  on top rail for optional crown 
attachment.

Tall pantry cabinet with wood panel doors.

Tall cabinet for appliances (oven, microwave, etc.)
27” and 33” wide, 24” deep, 93” high.

Tall cabinets have the option of right and/or left sides 
finished for adjacent appliance attachment, flush finished 

side(s) or paneled side(s).

No cabinet back behind appliance.

Tall Cabinet Types

Two door
Four door

Two door, one drawer, two appliance
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TA L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 93”
Depth -  13”, 18”, 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 18” wide 
and 24” wide, in 1” increments.

Bottom door is 57” high.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Includes 1” extension  on top rail for 
optional crown attachment.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

Interior accessories see pages 42-44.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Two door tall cabinet
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TA L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 93” high
Depth - 13”, 18”, 24”
Width - Can be ordered between 25” wide 
and 39” wide, in 1” increments.

Bottom doors are 57” high.

Recessed toe kick is 4” high and 3 ½” deep.

Includes 1” extension  on top rail for 
optional crown attachment.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished 
for adjacent appliance attachment, flush 
finished, or paneled.

Interior accessories see pages 42-44.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Four door tall cabinet
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TA L L  C A B I N E T S

Height - 93”
Depth - 24”
Width - Can be ordered in either 27” wide or 33” wide.

Opening sizes adjusted per appliance specifications.

Appliance manufacturer, model number and 
specifications must be included with order.

No cabinet back behind appliances.

Drawer hole opening at bottom is 9 ¾” high.

Includes 1” extension  on top rail for optional crown 
attachment.

Options: Right and/or left sides finished for adjacent 
appliance attachment, flush finished, or paneled.

Drawer area accessories see pages 45-48.

Door area accessories see pages 42-44.

See Colors & Stains on pages 11-12.

Two door, one drawer, two appliance cabinet
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A C C E S S O R I E S

Tall Door

Pantry roll-out trays (set of 5)
Vertical tray dividers

Base Door

Roll-out trays (set of 2)
Vertical tray dividers

Drawer

Flatware dividers
Cooking utensil/prep tool dividers
Angled pan, lid, and skillet storage

Knife drawer block
Pull-out trash drawer

Island Accessories

Island legs 3” square and 3” turned
Island back panel with vertical grooves

Trim Parts

All in 8’ lengths, all sizes actual:
¾” x 3” flatstock

4” high toe board
4” high furniture base

2     ” crown molding
Outside corner molding

¾” cove molding

41

Pictured: Knife Block & Cooking Utensil/Prep Tool Divider 
Color: Birmingham
Drawer Box: Walnut
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TA L L  D O O R  A C C E S S O R I E S

Interior box depths - 3 ¾”  high

Trays are walnut.

Tray positioning is adjustable. 

Pantry Roll-Out Trays (set of 5)
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TA L L  D O O R  A C C E S S O R I E S
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Can be used in tall or base cabinets.

Vertical Tray Dividers



B A S E  D O O R  A C C E S S O R I E S

Interior box depths - 3 ¾”  high

Can be used in tall cabinets.

Trays are walnut.

Tray positioning is adjustable. 

Roll-Out Trays (set of 2)
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D R A W E R  A C C E S S O R I E S

Flatware Divider

Number of dividers are determined by 
drawer width

45

Cooking Utensil/Prep Tool Divider

Number of dividers are determined by 
drawer width

Example image on page 41.

11”

3”

14”

4    ”5/8

eq. eq. eq. eq. eq. eq.

eq. eq. eq. eq. eq.



D R A W E R  A C C E S S O R I E S

Angled Pan, Lid, and Skillet Storage

Number of dividers are determined by 
drawer width.

Can be ordered between 18” wide and  39” 
wide in 3” increments.
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D R A W E R  A C C E S S O R I E S

Knife Drawer Block
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Can be ordered between 12” wide and 39” 
wide in 1” increments.

Example image on page 41.



D R A W E R  A C C E S S O R I E S

Pull-out trash drawer
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Can be ordered between 21” wide and 27” 
wide.



I S L A N D  A C C E S S O R I E S
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Island legs - 35” high

3” - Square
3” - Turned

Square Turned

3” 3”

35” 35”



I S L A N D  A C C E S S O R I E S
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Island back with vertical grooves.

35”

96”

Height - 35”
Thickness - ¾”

Width - 96”



T R I M
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Outside corner 
molding

Flatstock finished 
on face & one

 long edge

Crown moldingToeboard Furniture Base

Various Trim Styles - 8’ pieces

¾” Cove
molding

3”

¾”

4”

¼”

4”

”9/16

2 ”7/8

2 ”7/8

¾”

¾”

¾”

¾”
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S H I P P I N G  C A R E

Stoffer Home Cabinetry is manufactured in the central Midwest. You will be notified in advance to schedule your 
delivery. When your order is complete, each piece is blanket wrapped and loaded onto our shipper’s truck. We 

deliver directly to you. Upon arrival, each piece is brought to the end of the truck, the blankets are removed, then 
each piece is inspected and handed to your crew to carry into your home.
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W A R R A N T Y

Stoffer Home Cabinetry hereby warrants to the original purchaser, for residential applications only, that all 
cabinets and accessories, hinges and all drawers, including system hardware, are free from defects in materials 
and workmanship. This warranty runs for 5 years and begins upon the date of delivery to you. This warranty is 

expressly limited to repair or replacement of the defective part at the discretion of Stoffer Home Cabinetry and 
does not include labor for removal or replacement. This warranty does not extend to defects caused by improper 

handling, storage, installation, assembly or disassembly, intentional damage, product modifications, exposure to the 
elements including humidity which may result in warping or splitting, accidental misuse, abuse or negligence.


